
Newcomer with more than  
50 years of experience.

Our services are just as transparent as our products.  

We do not develop our security containers for our customers,  

but together with them – to make it better every day. 

 Profit from our extensive know-how gained from more than  

50 years of experience in the fight against doping and  

ensure your tailor-made solutions.

A partner you can  
count on. 

Trust the new security system for doping control samples,  

which is tested by 3rd party certified laboratories.  

At Lockcon you get everything from one source. If you have  

any questions please do not hesitate to contact us.

Lockcon AG

Ringstrasse 15 | 9500 Wil (Switzerland) | www.lockcon.ch | info@lockcon.ch



May the best win.

Sportsmanship is the basis of every fair competition;  

in which the honest winner receives the recognition he deserves. 

Lockcon’s security containers guarantee the safe transport  

of urine and blood samples – from the control to the laboratory.  

For doping tests that athletes, DCOs and fans can trust.

Use and procedure 

Check before use

1. Check the box and make sure that the opening-perforation is untouched 

and complete.

2. Check that all the kit components have the same unique ID-Number.

Proceed

1. Open the box by tearing off the perforation of the box.

2. Take the bottles and caps out (avoid touching the inside).

3. Pour the requested amount of urine into each bottle (B-sample: 30 ml 

lower end of blue label. A-sample: 60 ml upper end of red label).

4. Take the red cap and close the red-labeled bottle by turning clockwise. 

Proceed with the blue cap the same way.

5. Use the watertight bags for shipment to the laboratory. Place each closed 

bottle in one bag and close the bag by tearing off the white liner on top 

and press it firmly, ensure that each bag has an absorbent sachet.

6. You may place the bottles back into the box. To enlarge the compart-

ments, fold down the inlays.

7. To close the box, lead the upper front-end underneath the front side  

of the box.

Partial sample

If you cannot provide enough urine (90 ml) at one time, you need to 

intermediately seal the collected urine. Take a uniquely numbered  

security void tape and place it over the closed screw cap of the urine 

collection vessel.

according to the WADA ISTI guidelines

Simple, transparent  
and secure. 

Clear shape, a transparent design and a simple sound instead of a 

complicated procedure – Lockcon’s new system concentrates on the 

essentials: security, authenticity and user-friendliness. Simply close the 

lid to a «klic» and the sample is sealed. The revolutionary closure,  

the tension-resistant material and the ingenious anticounterfeit 

authentification code system protect against manipulation and  

make all attempts clearly visible.


